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A Bunch of Daffodils

We wandered merrily in a crowd
Coats zipped up,late Spring chills
When suddenly, a cry out loud
We're lost out here amongst the hills
Maps outstretched upon our knees
Where's the path, oh tell us please

The leader stops and strokes his chin
He tries to think above all the din
Pendle, Pendle Hill he seems to mutter
We look aghast at what he did utter
That witches haven will be quite a hike
But now he's dragging us up Buckden Pike

Trudging upwards in a weary line
Thankful at last we've found our way
We stretch our legs with hope divine
Silently cursing my boots from eBay
Ten thousand strides more, before we savour 
That coffee cup, with Baileys flavour.

At last our lunch is coming nigh
And thoughts give way to tasty food
We settle down with a rewarding cup
Trying not to think how we'll get up
We look with envy at Bill's meat pie
With deft aplomb it's hungrily chewed

But now we must leave these rugged hills
Down fields and lanes of daffodils 
Now is the time to rest weary bones
With cups of tea and jam and scones
Ye Olde Tea Shopee is what we see
And there's beans on toast for fifty p

WHOOPEE 
ANON

After we have finished the walks, as you will know we usually adjourn to a local cafe  
for a cup of tea or coffee. It was during one of these stops at a cafe in Cracoe we 
noticed that Beans on toast were £ 6.50. After that we started to check how much 
other places charged,this ranged between £ 2.75 and the £ 6.50.
I don't think that we would ever get them for the price in Ye Olde Tea Shopee, but 
that's the only way I could get the end to rhyme.
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